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Abstract. In the past decade, accelerometer sensors
became small enough to embed in mobile devices that
people are using every day. Thus, arm movements became
attractive to control mobile games and game consoles.
However, there is no widely-used gesture-vocabulary for
controlling devices and gesture recognition is not
standardized. Furthermore, there is no widely-accepted
benchmark for measuring performance of the developed
gesture recognition methods, and it is impossible to decide
objectively, which gesture recognition system is better than
another. We present how to effectively build a benchmark
database for gesture recognition systems, and we
developed a data collection application which shortens the
measurement process. We collect data for 23 gesturewords by Nintendo Wii Remote and HTC Touch Diamond
devices. We recruited 30 people to participate in our data
collection task and they produced the largest gesture
recognition database to date.
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Introduction

Gestures have recently become popular as natural
interfaces for game consoles and mobile phones. These
devices contain small accelerometer sensors, which has
become an inexpensive tool in our days.
Arm movements are attractive to users to control their
games or mobile applications so that is why some research
aims to develop segmentation methods that can recognize
gestures in real time, what makes the interface more natural
for its users. The procedure can predict the beginning and
the ending of the performed gesture from accelerometer
data.
User-based recognition purposes to identify users
from unique marks of the performed gesture. This
procedure can be useful to multi-user environments for

authentication tasks or the system can be associate a
personalized gesture vocabulary for its user.
Gesture recognition tasks require a vocabulary, which
contains valid gesture-words that we want to recognize.
There is no standard vocabulary, so the users have to define
the trajectory and the meaning of the gestures, which they
want to use for the interface. Thus, the desired command
can be executed as a result of the performed gesture. There
is a need for a standard vocabulary to simplify the system
development and to make the user interaction easier.
Developed gesture recognition methods require a data
set that contains adequate number of gesture-samples from
different persons. Until recently, the researchers have not
published the collected gesture dataset that was used for
training phase and performance evaluation for their
research. In addition, gesture recognition lacks a large
published database so the researchers have to create their
own dataset. The data-collection procedure includes
recruiting participants who are performing gestures,
accelerometer data recording, storing labeled gestures,
checking the correctness of the data samples. These tasks
require precise work, which take a lot of time.
A large published database, which contains datasamples from different users helps to develop different type
of methods for gesture recognition. This database can be
used for benchmark, what allows to an objective
performance comparison of the developed methods.
Our contribution is two fold. First, we provide a
general gesture vocabulary which can be used for different
tasks if we assign meaning for some of the gestures.
Second, we provide a reference benchmark database, which
can be used to objectively test different methods.
In this paper, we discuss how to effectively build a
large benchmark gesture database that can be used for
different accelerometer based tasks such as gesture
recognition, user-based recognition and segmentation. In
Section 2, we review the developed accelerometer based
methods and their challenges. In Section 3, we present an
application, which makes the data collection more
effective, describe a gesture vocabulary and the data
structure that was used for building the benchmark
database. In Section 4, we discuss the circumstances of
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data collection and analyze the recorded data-samples.
Finally, in Section 5, we present the collected dataset and
we discuss our future works.

2

Related Work

Researchers published a lot of methods for
accelerometer-based gesture recognition in the past few
decades, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that is
widely-used in speech-recognition and gesture-recognition
in accelerometer-based systems.
Researchers from VTT of Finland classified [1] the
types of the gesture recognition systems from different
aspects. The purpose of user-dependent system is to use the
interface by one person. This condition is acceptable for
mobile phones. User-independent interfaces apply in multiuser environments such as game consoles. In discrete
gesture-recognition, the beginning and ending of gesturewords is defined by a button press. In continuous gesturerecognition, it is not necessary to sign the gesture, because
the system automatically recognizes when it occurs.
Gesture-segmentation aims to recognize gesturepatterns from the accelerometer sensor data-stream so the
system can continuously receive gesture-commands.
Advantage of this method that is the user does not have to
sign the beginning and ending of the arm movements
manually. To solve this problem, Schlömmer applied
threshold filters [2] to eliminate the acceleration values,
which are not part of the occurred gesture. Prekopcsák
analyzed [3] the collected data and determined rules to
segment gestures automatically. These rules use the
duration of the gestures and the changing of the
acceleration values.
There is no widely-accepted evaluating procedure for
segmentation methods so far. To solve this problem, autosegmentation methods require a different data-sample,
which contains the whole measurement from the performed
gestures. This dataset also contains information about the
beginning and ending of the gesture-words, so the user has
to sign these events. This information can be used for the
testing phase.
Most researchers have not published the developed
methods and the collected gesture dataset, which they used
for training phase and performance evaluation for their
research. However, they have tried to compare the
prediction results [4], [5] with other published results [1]
by the described number of gesture-samples and
performance results. This comparison is not objective,
because the researchers used different data samples and
accelerometer sensors.
Researchers from the Rice University [4] have
published their own gesture database. This is the largest
published data set so far, which contains 4480 gesture
sample from 8 participants. Researchers from the
University of Augsburg [5] have created a gesture-learning
environment for Wii remote. This application is available

online on the internet, which includes their recorded
gesture sample and the developed methods.
Data collection can be a difficult task. Therefore some
researchers [1] tried to shorten the training phase with
duplicated gesture data. To duplicate the recorded gesture
data, the researchers added Gaussian noise to the samples.
This approach is not good for a reference database, because
the tested procedure could learn the distortion, so it can
acquire higher performance than the real prediction
capability.
Up to this day, the researchers of gesture-recognition
have not determined the objective performance-criteria.
Thus, the published or unpublished system implementation
can not compare by performance values. This problem was
mentioned by other researchers of activity recognition [6].
The Pervasive 2010 Workshop papers agreed that, there is
a need for a benchmark [7]. The CVPR workshop aims at
gathering researchers to share algorithms and techniques of
camera-based gesture recognition. The workshop also aims
to collect the researcher’s data sample and share with the
community of video-based gesture-recognition.
Our work focuses to build a public benchmark
accelerometer-based gesture database, which contains a
large gesture-vocabulary. To use this database as a
benchmark, we collected data continuously, which can be
used for segmentation methods and we recorded gestures
from different users and different accelerometer sensors.

3

Data recording application

Creating a reference database requires a large gesture
vocabulary and a lot of participants, who are performing
the arm movements repeatedly. Each participant has to
perform hundreds of gesture because of the large gesturedictionary and the repeated gesture-words. Therefore, data
collection task can be an exhausting procedure, so we
wanted to automate its processes. Thus, we can record
adequate number of gestures in shorter time.
Technical parameters of accelerometer sensors can be
various for each sensor and the researchers used different
type of sensors for their studies. These parameters such as
sensitivity, number of axis, quantization and sample rate
can be important for the gesture-recognition systems.
Therefore, containing accelerometer data from different
mobile devices is an expectation for a reference database.
To improve the gesture recording tasks for creating a
benchmark database, we developed an application for the
data-collection. Our application, called MeasureGesture,
has three main functions. First, it receives accelerometer
data and controls signals from different mobile devices via
Bluetooth interface. The second function is to inform the
participants about the measurement tasks. This information
is a short video, which describes the arm movement and
pictogram of the gestures. The third is to store the collected
accelerometer data in labeled-gesture form in a database.
The reference database was created in Microsoft SQL
Server environment. With these functions, the application
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allows to record gestures automatically. Thus, we can
effectively collect hundreds of gestures from participants
within a short time.

3.1

3

entity is similar to Segment, but each Measure contains
data from the whole measurement of 10 same gesturewords by one participant without segmentation
information.

Gesture vocabulary

USER

PERFORM

There is a lack of a standard gesture dictionary, so we
gathered together the published vocabularies into a large
gesture dictionary [1]. The created gesture vocabulary of
23 gesture words as is shown in Fig. 1. . The defined
gestures are limited to only one plane. The author of [1] has
already determined meanings of the gesture-words to
control a VCR. Their gesture-vocabulary consists of 8
gestures (see Fig. 1. 1-8). We adopted 9 gesture-words
from [8] (see Fig. 1. 9-17) and 6 gestures from [9] (see Fig.
1. 18-23).
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Fig. 2. E-R diagram of the benchmark database

4
Fig. 1. 23 gesture-words of the gathered gesture vocabulary

3.2

Data structure

The designed schema allows storing data from 3dimensional acceleration vectors, participants, mobile
devices and gesture labels. The MeasureGesture stores the
collected accelerometer values in raw form, so the
researchers can execute arbitrary data transformation
methods on the benchmark. The application also stores a
logical timestamp for the sensor data. This information can
be useful for data preparation methods such as checking
sample rate, checking duration of the recorded gestures and
the researchers can also use for their studies. The E-R
diagram is shown (see Fig. 2).
Segment entity represents the recorded data and
shows which gesture was performed by which participant
and by which mobile device. Each segment determines a
data-vector series, which are the measured accelerometer
values during the performed arm movement. These datavectors are ordered by time.
Data structure also allows to query the gestures
without segmentation information, which can be useful for
developing or testing segmentation methods. Measure

Data Collection

Data recording requires a person, who supervises the
measurements of the gestures. The supervisor’s job is to
show for the participants how to hold the mobile device in
hand, to prepare the MeasureGesture for data recording and
to control the developed application, when the participant
makes mistake during the arm movements.
Process of the measurement (see Fig. 3) consists of
iterative tasks such as to record each repeated gesture or to
describe and record all gesture-words. These tasks are
occurring frequently during the measurement so it is not
practical to schedule manually.
To make the data acquisition more effective,
MeasureGesture schedules these processes (on Fig 3.
Change device, Describe gesture, Record gesture)
automatically so it simplifies the supervisor’s job. Thus, the
application allows to finish the measurement in shorter
time.
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Fig. 4. Age of the participated people

4.3

Statistics of collected data

The collected benchmark contains 13800 gesture
samples, 460 from each participant. Each gesture-word is
represented with 600 samples in the benchmark.
We analyzed the duration of the measured gestures. It
took 28 sec (σ = 9.789) on average (see Fig. 5.) to measure
a gesture-word with 10 repetition.

4.1

Circumstances of the data collection

The data recording employs Nintendo Wii Remote
and HTC Touch Diamond mobile phone as 3 dimensional
accelerometer sensors for collecting gesture data. The Wii
remote and HTC sensor worked with 100Hz and 25Hz
sample rate and 3g and 4g sensitivity.
The participants were standing during the
measurement and each participant held the device in the
same way. Participants had to hold a button on the device
while performing a gesture. There were no constraints on
the amplitudes and dynamics of the arm movements so the
participants performed the gestures comfortably. Each
participant repeated 10 times the 23 gesture-words with 2
mobile devices. The participants understood easily the task
of gesture performing by the short videos.

4.2

Participants

We collected gesture data from 30 people to create the
reference database. They are 15 females and 15 males and
aged 12 to 57 (see Fig. 4). Most participants are
undergraduate students.

The recorded gesture-words of the vocabulary (see
Fig. 6.) took 1.3 sec (σ = 0.513) on average. The
measurement of 460 gestures took 25 minutes on average
with 2 devices. The author of [2] recorded 75 gestures in
15 minutes on average so our developed application really
shortened the data collection task.
To compare our collected database with other works,
we summarized the parameters of the collected data sets
(see Tab. 1.) , which was used the researchers for their
studies. It can be seen on Tab. 1. that we applied the
largest gesture-vocabulary and we collected the largest
gesture sample by 30 participants.

measurement #

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the measurement. The described
measurement consists of 10 repetitions of 23 gesture
words by 2 mobile devices.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of the duration of 10 repeated arm
movements
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We will share the database with the community soon
and we will determine performance-criteria for
benchmarking gesture recognition systems.

Time needed for recording 1 gesture
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